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Industrial Ethernet Switch 4 Port, managed - Network
switch 410/100 Mbit ports BRS20-4TX

Hirschmann
BRS20-4TX
942170001

4019,53 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (CHN)

Ind.Ethernet Switch 4 port, managed BRS20-4TX Ethernet, number of 10/100 Mbps RJ45 ports 4, number of 10/100/1000 Mbps RJ45 ports 0, number of 100 Mbps SC ports 0,
number of other ports 0, Mounting type DIN rail, Number of max. stackable switches 0, Layer 2, Manageable, Protection class (IP) IP30, Height 138mm, Width 57mm, Depth
115mm, Power supply redundant, The Managed BOBCAT switches from Hirschmann contribute to this thanks to extended safety functions Manufacturers can build next-
generation networks. In applications that require maximum performance without limitations, these next-generation compact switches support real-time communication on all
ports via Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) technology. Advantages: simultaneously support multiple services in a network through TSN technology, enable future network
expansions through higher bandwidths and speeds, use in extreme environmental conditions through extended temperature range and options for a 24 V or 48 V power supply,
support for real-time TSN, Ethernet for precise Data transmission, innovative security features such as wire-speed access control, lists (ACL) and automatic denial-of-service
(DoS) protection, expanded bandwidth functions through SFP slots with three speeds (100 Mbit/s, 1 Gbit/s and 2.5 Gbit /s), additional interface options through digital input
ensure more flexibility, robust industrial design for use of the switch even under harsh environmental conditions
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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